
2020/21 National Tour 

 

 

Fee Structure  
A maximum of two shows can be scheduled on a single day, or one show and up to five workshops.  Workshops 

are generally held on the performance day.  A minimum of four and maximum of eight workshops can be held on 

a non-show day.  A workshop can be converted to a talkback (15 minute Q&A sessions after the show). Presenter 

must provide a suitable performance venue at their expense, along with 2-4 helpers to unload and load. 100% of 

any ticket sales belong to the Presenter. 

 

Package #1   One performance and up to two one-hour workshops:   

                       $7,500 plus meals/lodging 

 Presenter provides meals for 12 people: per diem/campus meals/catered/hot hotel breakfast. Meals start with 

dinner on the evening of arrival and end with breakfast on the morning of departure. 

 Presenter provides lodging for 12 people, 7 rooms needed per night. Hotel or hotel-like campus guest 

housing. 

 Two night stay. 

 Additional workshops are $500 each. Up to four workshops may be scheduled on a show day. 

 Fee is the same whether or not all of the workshop hours are used. 

 

Package #2a   Two performances on a single day, no workshops:   

                         $11,000 plus meals/lodging 

 A two-show day must consist of a morning show (or early matinee) and an evening show. 

 Presenter provides meals for 12 people: per diem/campus meals/catered/hot hotel breakfast. Meals start with 

dinner on the evening of arrival and end with breakfast on the morning of departure. 

 Presenter provides lodging for 12 people, 7 rooms needed per night. Hotel or hotel-like campus guest 

housing. 

 Two night stay. 

 

Package #2b   Two performances and up to four one-hour workshops (over two days):   

                       $12,000 plus meals/lodging 

 Presenter provides meals for 12 people: per diem/campus meals/catered/hot hotel breakfast. Meals start with 

dinner on the evening of arrival and end with breakfast on the morning of departure. 

 Presenter provides lodging for 12 people, 7 rooms needed per night. Hotel or hotel-like campus guest 

housing. 

 Three night stay. 

 Additional workshops are $500 each. Up to four workshops may be scheduled on a show day. 

 Fee is the same whether or not all of the workshop hours are used. 

 



Package #3   ASC On Tour Mini-Week: Three performances and up to six one-hour   

                       workshops:  $16,500 plus meals/lodging  

 Presenter provides meals for 12 people: per diem/campus meals/catered/hot hotel breakfast. Meals start with 

dinner on the evening of arrival and end with breakfast on the morning of departure. 

 Presenter provides lodging for 12 people, 7 rooms needed per night. Hotel or hotel-like campus guest 

housing. 

 Three or four night stay. 

 Additional workshops are $500 each. Up to four workshops may be scheduled on a show day. 

 Fee is the same whether or not all of the workshop hours are used. 

 

Package #4   ASC On Tour Mini-Week: Four performances and up to eight one-hour   

                       workshops: $21,000 plus meals/lodging  

 Presenter provides meals for 12 people: per diem/campus meals/catered/hot hotel breakfast. Meals start with 

dinner on the evening of arrival and end with breakfast on the morning of departure. 

 Presenter provides lodging for 12 people, 7 rooms needed per night. Hotel or hotel-like campus guest 

housing. 

 Four or five night stay. 

 Additional workshops are $500 each. Up to four workshops may be scheduled on a show day. 

 Fee is the same whether or not all of the workshop hours are used. 

 

Package #5   ASC On Tour Week:  Five performances and up to ten one-hour  

                       workshops:  $25,500 plus meals/lodging 

 Presenter provides food for 12 people: per diem/campus meals/catered/hot hotel breakfast. Meals start with 

dinner on the evening of arrival and end with breakfast on the morning of departure. 

 Presenter provides lodging for 12 people, 7 rooms needed per night. Hotel or hotel-like campus guest 

housing. 

 Presenter also provides meals and lodging for one day off for the troupe in the middle of the residency, or 

directly before or after. 

 Five to seven night stay (depends upon timing of shows, includes one day off for the troupe). 

 Additional workshops are $500 each. Up to four workshops may be scheduled on a show day. 

 Fee is the same whether or not all of the workshop hours are used. 

 

Package #6   ASC On Tour Week:  Six performances and up to twelve one-hour   

                       workshops:  $29,500 plus meals/lodging 

 Presenter provides meals for 12 people: per diem/campus meals/catered/hot hotel breakfast. Meals start with 

dinner on the evening of arrival and end with breakfast on the morning of departure. 

 Presenter provides lodging for 12 people, 7 rooms needed per night. Hotel or hotel-like campus guest 

housing. 

 Presenter also provides meals and lodging for one day off for the troupe in the middle of the residency, or 

directly before or after. 

 Six to eight night stay (depends upon timing of shows, includes one day off for the troupe). 

 Additional workshops are $500 each. Up to four workshops may be scheduled on a show day. 

 Fee is the same whether or not all of the workshop hours are used. 



Package #7   ASC On Tour Week: Seven performances and up to fourteen one-hour   

                       workshops:  $33,500 plus meals/lodging   

 Presenter provides meals for 12 people: per diem/campus meals/catered/hot hotel breakfast. Meals start with 

dinner on the evening of arrival and end with breakfast on the morning of departure. 

 Presenter provides lodging for 12 people, 7 rooms needed per night. Hotel or hotel-like campus guest 

housing. 

 Presenter also provides meals and lodging for one day off for the troupe in the middle of the residency, or 

directly before or after. 

 Seven to nine night stay (depends upon timing of shows, includes one day off for the troupe). 

 Additional workshops are $500 each. Up to four workshops may be scheduled on a show day. 

 Fee is the same whether or not all of the workshop hours are used. 

 

Contact the Tour Operations Manager for a quote on a customized residency or for 8+ show 

package rates. 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

PER DIEM FOR 12 TROUPE MEMBERS 

Breakfast $10 per person, Lunch $15 per person, Dinner $25 per person 
 
$600 for a 1 night stay  

$1,020 for a 2 night stay  

$1,620 for a 3 night stay  

$2,220 for a 4 night stay  

$2,820 for a 5 night stay  

$3,420 for a 6 night stay  

$4,020 for a 7 night stay  

$4,620 for an 8 night stay  

 


